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Burberry's  B Surf video game lets  players  dress  their characters . Image credit: Burberry

 
By KAT IE T AMOLA

Gone are the days of physical items reigning supreme, as the popularity of digital assets continues surging.

From gamification and non-fungible tokens to social commerce, the digital world is constantly providing
opportunities for additional streams of revenue and exposure for luxury brands and retailers. Luxury marketers
speaking at a panel at Launchmetrics' Performance digital summit on Jan. 18 spoke about the far-reaching long-term
potential of brands' presence in the digital world and how they can continue capitalizing.

"We've created Arianee out of a vision of a world that is tokenized, a world in which you could own scarce digital
goods," said Pierre-Nicolas Hurstel, cofounder/CEO of Arianee. "Take [these goods] with you anywhere, have
personalized experiences and access utility offered by brands and creators and projects."

"Things that you're going to see in the next couple weeks and months you're going to see NFTs enhancing unique
experiences offered by luxury brands."

Unique experiences 
Gamification is a prominent strategy among brands that are looking to reach and engage with new audiences.
Whether they are producing their own games or collaborating with established companies to have their products
featured as clothing, makeup or accessories options, the gaming world continues to become saturated with luxury.
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"Louis : The Game" allowed players  to traverse the virtual world to learn more about the Louis  Vuitton brand. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

While fashion brands like Gucci and Burberry have established themselves in the gaming sphere for several years,
brands from other sectors are also taking their gamification strategies to the next level (see story).

"Average users within our games spent more than seven minutes on each of the challenges," said Dina Fierro, global
digital strategy and social engagement at Nars. "As someone who built my career in social media, if I can get seven
minutes of attention from someone on social media, I mean, what an incredible achievement that would be.

"But that's actually the kind of engagement that you can unlock within gaming."

With a digital wallet, shoppers can keep everything in one place, fostering convenience and a willingness to make
repeat purchases.

The panel also spoke about loyalty programs where consumers can earn points and products through purchases that
can be easily logged digitally.

"The really cool thing about this loyalty thing is tomorrow you can go on a website and you connect a wallet,"
Arianee's Mr. Hurstel said. "You don't connect your Google or Facebook or whatever you connect your wallet, and in
this wallet, you have everything you want to show the world.

"You have DNS, you have your tokens, NFT collections, maybe you have a blue-chip collection or something
completely new," he said. "Maybe you have your loyalty card."

NFTs as far as the eye can see
The popularity of NFTs has skyrocketed, as brands continue thriving in the space through NFTs of their products,
digital NFTs to accompany physical purchases, collaborations and more.

While a digital file can be replicated endlessly, NFTs are intended to give buyers proof of ownership through a
unique code. This is verified through blockchain technology, which makes an NFT one-of-a-kind even as creators
retain the copyright and others can still use and copy the image, video, etc. online (see story).

Brands and organizations laud NFTs for their ability to reach new consumers.

Auction house Christie's leaned into the NFT space last year, further appealing to a younger clientele.

The firm has made nearly $150 million in sales after selling more than 100 NFTs in 2021. Three-quarters of buyers in
this category were new to Christie's, and their average age is 42 (see story).

Brands from across the board are getting into the NFT game.
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Balmain and Mattel released three one-of-a-kind Barbie x Balmain NFTs . Image credit: Balmain

LVMH-owned Cognac brand Hennessy jumped into the arena of digital collectibles with its first NFT collection in
partnership with direct-to-consumer NFT marketplace BlockBar (see story). French fashion label Balmain also
collaborated with toy manufacturer Mattel in the iconic Barbie doll's first venture into the digital art world, releasing
three one-of-a-kind Barbie x Balmain NFTs which will be sold at auction through Mattel Creations, in addition to a
ready-to-wear line (see story).

"All of this opens for brands an immense, incredible opportunity to engage, gamify and tokenize that surface of
contact," Arianee's Mr. Hurstel said.
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